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Disclaimer
The document attached hereto and the presentation of which it forms part (together the “Materials”) have been prepared by Premier African Minerals Limited. (“Premier African Minerals”,
“Premier” or the “Company”) and are confidential and personal to you and the Materials are furnished to you as background information to provide a basis for potential investors to consider
whether to pursue an acquisition of shares in the Company and do not constitute or form an offer or invitation for to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for
any securities, nor do they, nor do they purport to, set out or refer to all or any of the information an investor might require or expect in making a decision as to whether or not to deal in
shares in the Company. This presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or
advisers. Any decision to subscribe for the Company’s securities must be made only on the basis of the information contained in the admission document in its final form relating to the
Company, which may be different to the information contained in this presentation. Each party to whom this presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of
the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily
involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
Shore Capital Stockbrokers Limited (“SCS”), which is regulated by the Financial Services Authority, is acting in the provision of corporate finance business to the Company, within the
meaning of the Financial Services Authority’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no-one else in connection with the proposals contained in this presentation. Accordingly,
recipients should note that SCS is neither advising nor treating as a client any other person and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections
afforded to clients of SCS under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this presentation.
The Materials do not constitute and are not a prospectus or listing particulars (under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) or the Prospectus Rules of the Financial Services
Authority) and should not be construed as such. No representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made by or on behalf of or the Company or any of their respective
directors, officers, employees, advisers or any other persons as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or estimates or opinions or other statements about the future
prospects of the Company or any of its respective businesses contained in the Materials or referred to in the presentation given in connection therewith and no responsibility, liability or duty
of care whatsoever is accepted by any such person in relation to any such information, projection, forecast, opinion, estimate or statement.
The information contained in this presentation has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment. This presentation has not been approved by an
authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited
number of persons and companies who are persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments and who fall within the category of person set out in Article 19 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or are high net worth companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are
otherwise permitted to receive it. Any other person who receives this Presentation should not rely or act upon it. By accepting this presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient
represents and warrants that they are a person who falls within the above description of persons entitled to receive the presentation. This presentation is not to be disclosed to any other
person or used for any other purpose.
This document is supplied solely for your information. The Company has obtained the information in the presentation from publicly available sources or is based on analysis carried out by the
Company. No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in this document or on its completeness.
Members of the public are not eligible to take part in the presentation or be provided with the Materials. In the United Kingdom, the Materials are only being directed at persons (i) reasonably
believed by the Company to be investment professionals within the meaning of paragraph (5) of Article 19 or to high net worth companies or unincorporated associations within the meaning
of paragraph (2) of Article 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (SI 2005/1529), as amended and (ii) who are “qualified investors” within the
meaning of section 86(7) of FSMA or otherwise in circumstances that will not have resulted and will not result in an offer of transferable securities to the public in the United Kingdom within
the meaning of section 102B of FSMA. The investment or investment activity to which the Materials relate are available only to such persons and will be engaged with only with such persons.
If you are not such a person (i) you should not take part in the presentation and nor should you have received the Materials, (ii) please return this document to the Company’s registered
office or representative at the presentation as soon as possible and take no other action, (iii) please leave the presentation immediately after returning the Materials and (iv) you may not rely
on or act upon the matters communicated by the Materials.
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Disclaimer
This presentation and the information contained herein are not for publication or distribution in the United States (within the meaning of Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the "Securities Act")). The securities offered by the Company have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act or any state securities laws in the United States.
The securities may not be offered or sold in the United States or to or for the account or benefit of U.S. Persons (as defined in regulation S) except that the securities may be offered or sold
to persons who are "qualified institutional buyers" (as defined under Rule 144A under the Securities Act) in reliance on exemption from the Securities Act provided by Rule 144A and
otherwise in accordance with the applicable laws of any US State. Offers and sales to non-US Persons will be made only in "offshore transactions" in reliance on Regulation S.
This document and its contents are confidential and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any
purpose. Certain statements, beliefs and opinions in this document are forward-looking, which reflect the Company’s or, as appropriate, the Company directors’ current expectations and
projections about future events. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could cause actual results or events to differ
materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the
plans and events described herein. Forward-looking statements contained in this document regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or
activities will continue in the future. The Company does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events
or otherwise. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this document.
Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa (each a “Restricted
Territory”), their territories or possessions or (b) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or
solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case except in
compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this
document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant
jurisdiction.
The Materials are being made available on the basis that the recipients keep confidential any information contained therein, whether orally or in writing, in connection with the Company. The
Materials are confidential and must not be copied, reproduced, published, distributed, disclosed or passed to any other person at any time without the prior written consent of the Company.
This presentation is intended for informational purposes and does not constitute an offer to sell securities in any jurisdiction.
The mineral resource estimates referred to in this document are estimates only and no assurance can be given that any particular grade of minerals will in fact be realised or that an identified
resource will qualify as a commercially mineable (or viable) deposit that can be legally and economically exploited. Unless expressly stated otherwise, no estimates of mineral reserves
comply with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Industry Guide 7.
You should be aware of the risks associated with this type of investment and that in emerging markets such as Mauritius, Zimbabwe, Togo, Benin and Mali, the risks are far greater than in
more developed markets (including significant legal, economic and political risks) and that the Company could potentially lose the benefit of its assets in such countries. You acknowledge the
high number of expenses and difficulties frequently encountered by companies in the early stages of development, particularly companies operating in emerging markets and you should be
aware that this may lead to the loss of your entire investment.
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Overview and strategy
Focus on property with historic exploration, reduced geological risk and potential
for rapid advancement such as the RHA Project in Zimbabwe
The Company has acquired a wide range of commodities including tungsten,
phosphates, lithium and tantalum, rare earth elements and clays, that may be monetised in
the near future

Management focus on value creation through cost-effective acquisitions and judicious
expenditure on focused exploration and development.

Flexible approach to creating value which may include strategic joint ventures,
disposals, the development of assets to production by the Group itself or spun off into new
entities

Seeking IPO to secure funds and create a trade-able currency
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Premier: Creating value

1

Value
Acquisition Phase

Acquisition Phase

Access to deal- flow,
ability to secure
assets at
advantageous prices
and terms

Value Phase

Secure resource
definition and or
feasibility compliance /
project enhancement

Value

Development Phase

On acquisition, structure
asset for entry into
development phase

Development Phase

Production, royalty
offtake , IPO or trade
sale

Shareholder Value
Exit Point, dividend
potential, liquidity event

Ability to advance
projects up the value
curve

Deal Flow
Acquisition
entry point
Higher Risk

Value Phase

Lower Risk

Ability to source and negotiate trade sales, engineer IPO’s and generate
dividend potential liquidity events
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Executive Directors
George Roach: Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
• Extensive experience in securing and establishing mineral exploration tenure and operations throughout Africa, including the CAR,
Zimbabwe, South Africa, Chad, Mali, Namibia, Zambia and Tanzania
• Founding Director and former Managing Director Africa for UraMin Inc., a uranium resource company with operations in Namibia,
South Africa and the CAR. UraMin was sold in 2007 for US$2.5 billion
• President and CEO of Axmin Limited (TSX-V:AXM)
• Chairman and CEO of Ethiopian Potash Company (TSX-V: FED)

Pamela Hueston: Finance Director
• Former CFO designate of Ethiopian Potash Company (TSX-V: FED) and CFO of G and B Central African Resources
• CFO of Virginia Diamond Field, which conducted a US$25 million bulk sample diamond exploration project in South Africa
• Head Accountant with Caledonia Mining Corporation (TSX: CAL), a junior gold mining and exploration company with operations in
South Africa, Zimbabwe and Zambia
• Four years with Deloitte in various global locations working as a Senior Manager in Forensic Accounting
• Canadian Chartered Accountant and MBA Graduate from the University of Cape Town

Bruce Cumming: Technical Director
• Experienced exploration geologist with over 35 years in base metal and diamond exploration across Africa
• Bachelor of Science (Honours), University of Cape Town
• 26 years with Falconbridge Limited group of companies throughout Southern and West Africa, exploring for nickel, copper, gold, diamonds
and uranium
• Consulted on various PGM opportunities in the Bushveld, Exploration Manager in Sierra Leone for an AIM-listed diamond exploration
company
• Specialist Exploration for Konkola Copper Mines (Vedanta), Zambia
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Non-Executive Director

Ian Stalker: Non-Executive Director
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Executive of Brazilian Gold Corporation, listed on TSX Venture Exchange
Over 30 years of development and operational mine experience in Europe, Africa, and Australia
Former CEO of Berkeley Resources, listed on ASX and AIM
Former CEO of UraMin Inc.
Former Vice President of Gold Fields Ltd., the world’s fourth largest gold producer at the time
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History of the Group
Guided by an experienced management team Premier African Minerals has developed into a well-established
company
Premier African Minerals’ history:
2007 - formed by George Roach and Bruce Cumming as G and B African Resources Limited
2008 - obtained exploration permits in Togo for phosphates
2009 - further exploration permits in Togo for uranium, REEs, and attapulgite
2010 - acquired RRCC Ltd, owner of 16 exploration permits in Togo
2010 - commenced property acquisitions in Zimbabwe
2011 - acquired G and B African Resources Mali Sarl and applied for gold exploration permits in Togo
2012- granted potash exploration authorisations in Mali
2012 - applied for a coltan and associated minerals exploration permit in Benin
2012 – exercised option to acquire Zulu Project in Zimbabwe subject to admission to AIM
Management and shareholder interests directly aligned: approximately £5.0 million has been invested to date by
shareholders and related parties
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RHA Project – Tungsten (Zimbabwe)
Tungsten
• An essential component in several key industrial applications
• China produces over 75% of world mine production. A move to provide more finished goods in China and slowing of
exports in Tungsten concentrates has led to price increases
• Tungsten prices (W03) have now stabilised at 103,000/104,000 RMB per MTU for 65% minimum concentrate (>US
$15,000)

Property Overview

Historical Results

Work Programme

•

Small scale mining between 1931 and 1979 with

•

Complete core assays

•

Located in the an area of historic production

•

RHA has exploration potential to host a commercial-scale

concentrate containing 65% WO3 at 1,247.65

•

Complete conceptual study

tungsten mine with favourable stripping ratio

tonnes

•

Resource estimation to a Compliant Mineral

•

54 Mineral Claim Blocks (14 owned / 40 under option),

•

grade of 1.1%

covering 1,800 hectares
•

Can be held indefinitely through payment of annual fees or

•

Target: compliant indicated resource of up to10 Mt @

Resource
•

Initiate payable small scale mining to cash flow

Non-compliant resource of 100,000 tonnes grading
0.75% WO3

inspection of work done
•

Falconbridge recovered grades of 0.7% with a head

•

Quartz veins contain grades of up to 15%

0.12% to 0.17% WO3 and 86,000 tonnes @ 2.25% WO3
•

Accessible from the main Bulawayo-Hwange tar road
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Katete Project – Rare Earths (Zimbabwe)
Rare Earths
• Central to the manufacture of electronics, including mobile phones, LCD and HD televisions, and LED lights
• China dominates the market and currently produces approximately 90% of world mine production
• Global demand is expected to rise from 125,000 tonnes in 2010 to 200,000 in 2015

Property Overview
•

Previous exploration on the Katete project area has

Historical Results

Work Programme

•

•

Commission (1950s); initial work by Anglo American

identified REE mineralisation
•
•

(1960s)

25 Mineral Claim Blocks covering - hectares
Located in the Province of Matabeleland North

•

(Northwest Zimbabwe)
•

Accessible via all-weather gravel road from Kamativi to

•

Can be held indefinitely through payment of annual
fees or inspection of work done

•

Identified strike length and width of anomaly to date is
approximately 600 Ha

Complete initial mineralogical and
metallurgical study.

•

Targeting code compliant Mineral Resource,

Previous exploration has identified the presence of

justifying the commencement of a preliminary

significant rare earth mineralisation

economic study.

Target mineralisation includes Dysprosium, Cerium,
Thorium, Lanthanum, Samarium and Yttrium

Binga on Lake Kariba
•

Carbonatite identified by British Atomic Energy

•

Consistently high REO values have been obtained

•

High grade zones running 1-3% total REO have been
identified. The highest value obtained to date is 14.6%
TREO (13.2% Ce2O3 and 0.6% La2O3) with average
1.74% TREO
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Other Projects
Project

Country

Property rights

Tenure

Significant results to date

Southern Togo
(Phosphates & Clays)

Togo

Exploration Permits

1st renewal
2012 – pending

Exploration target of 108Mt of attapulgite
and bentonite .Potential upside of 254 Mt

Zulu (Lithium &
Tantalum)

Zimbabwe

Mineral Claim Blocks

Indefinite*

Non-compliant historic Exploration Target:
1.4Mt @ 1.4% Li

Pagala (Zinc)

Togo

Exploration Permits

2nd Renewal 2013

Non-compliant historic Exploration Target:
3.6Mt @ 2.7% Zn

Haito-Kpote (Nickel)

Togo

Exploration Permits

2nd Renewal 2013

JORC compliant Inferred Mineral Resource:
7.2Mt @ 0.99% Ni

Kara-Niamtougou
(Uranium)

Togo

Exploration Permits

2nd Renewal 2013

Non-compliant Mineral Reserve of 150-300 t
uranium

Taoudenni (Potash)

Mali

Exploration Authorisations

Indefinite extension pending
resolution of current political
situation

Horizon of sylvinite identified in 82
boreholes. Unconfirmed reports of 180 short
tons of potash in the area.

Lubimbi (REE)

Zimbabwe

Mineral Claim Blocks

Indefinite*

Xenotime identified in historic trenching.
Grab sample with 1.31 g/t Au

Tinde (Fluorspar)

Zimbabwe

Mineral Claim Blocks

Indefinite*

Non-compliant Exploration Target: 34,000 t
@ 33% CaF2 (Vein 1)

Bassar (Phospate)

Togo

Exploration Permits

2nd Renewal 2014

Non-compliant resource estimates of 5Mt of
approx. 23-32% P2O5
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Use of funds and timing
• Placing to raise up to £1.8m gross on AIM admission.
• Anticipated pre-money valuation of £5.0 million
• In the 12 month post admission, new funds, net of listing costs will be used as follows:
• £448k – planned exploration work and related costs
• £310k – maintenance of licences and mineral claims
• £726k – general working capital
• Timetable expected as follows:
• Marketing – w/c 22 October
• Indication of interest – Wednesday 31 October
• Book close – w/c 29 October
• Admission – w/c 12 November
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Expected shareholding on admission
GBP (m)
Pre new money valuation

5.0

Capital raise

1.8

Advisory fees converted

0.2

Market capitalisation on Admission

7.0

Shareholder
Existing investors1,4
Conversion shares1,2,4
Richard Dollar option3
Placing Shares

% of the Company
33.7%
36.2%
4.5%
25.7%

Notes:
1.
Directors and related parties will hold 64.6% of the Company
2.
Shares issued as a result of conversion of loans and advisory fees
3.
The outstanding balance of US$1.5 million under the option will be settled in shares issued to Richard Dollar 30 days after admission increasing his holding to c.15.7%, diluting placees to c.22.6% of the
Company (assuming the shares are converted at the placing price)
4.
On settlement of the consideration under the Richard Dollar option Directors and related parties will hold 68.8% of the Company

• Placees and the holders of conversion shares will be granted a two year warrant per placing share and conversion share exercisable at a 100% premium to
the placing price.
• On admission there will be warrants exercisable at the placing price representing 4.3% of the issued share capital.
• The Company will also have a share option plan with the right to issue shares representing up to 15% of the issued share capital on admission
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Investment case
• Management has a demonstrated track record of project execution and delivery.
• Premier African Minerals has prospective projects with mining and development potential.
• Focus on in-demand commodities and projects that can be turned to profit.
• The Company has established strong relationships with governments, authorities and regional
stakeholders, contractors and suppliers in its countries of operation.

Diverse portfolio of assets:
Management initially focused on progressing RHA & Katete
Diverse commodity portfolio mitigates risk
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Key commodities and project portfolio

Commodities
Tungsten
An essential component in several
key industrial applications
An essential component in several
key industrial applications
China produces over 75% of
world mine production. A move to
provide more finished goods in
China and slowing of exports in
Tungsten concentrates has led to
price increases
Tungsten prices (W03) have now
stabilised at 103,000/104,000
RMB per MTU for 65%
minimum concentrate (>US
$15,000)
Current tight supply situation,
although new mine projects are
scheduled to come on stream,
2013 to 2015. Demand likely to
increase, requiring more mined
capacity

Phosphates

Lithium/Tantalum

Growth in the global
phosphate market is being
fuelled by developing
countries of Asia-Pacific,
Latin America and Middle
East

Essential components in
electric vehicles, portable
electronics and computers,
ceramics and glass

Major markets include India,
China, Brazil, Indonesia,
Mexico and Argentina, due to
greater food requirements
The majority of phosphate
output is used in fertilisers,
followed by detergents
Prices have increased sharply
in 2010 and 2011

Strategic commodities with
long-term demand
fundamentals, despite nearterm price softening

REEs
Central to the manufacture of
electronics, including mobile
phones, LCD and HD
televisions, and LED lights
China dominates the market
and currently produces
approximately 90% of world
mine production
Global demand is expected to
rise from 125,000 tonnes in
2010 to 200,000 in 2015
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Broad Portfolio
By actively pursuing diversification across several in-demand commodities, Premier
African Minerals is building a portfolio of minerals projects across Africa.
Premier’s key projects are located in Zimbabwe and Togo:

Zimbabwe

Togo
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Key Operational Areas
Zimbabwe
Good infrastructure
Well developed mining tradition
across several key commodities,
including gold, coal, platinum,
and nickel

Togo
Stable political environment
Efficient port at Lomé with
bulk handling capability being
expanded
West African transport hub

Secure property tenure held
under mineral claim

Significant phosphate
resources on tide water

Uncertain political environment
– international companies
operate within indigenisation
parameters

Mining legislation framed to
liberalise the mining sector
Investment code in place to
encourage investments and to
develop natural resources
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Southern Togo - Phosphates
Togo

Commodity: Phosphates
A large-scale phosphate resource that could be brought into
production with a favourable stripping ratio
Align along strike of the current SNPT* operations

Property Overview

Historical Results

•

•

•

Three exploration permits in the southern
coastal region of Maritime Province

sedimentary phosphate rock deposits have been

totalling 345 km2 (including clays)

mined for 37 years

Potential for 75Mt of phosphate rock at 32%

•

First renewal; July 2013

SNPT’s operation has a design capacity of
3.5Mt and the current production rate is 1Mtpa

P2O5
•

Positioned next to SNPT operations, where

•

The processing plant

yields a 36% P2O5

concentrate for export.
•

The SNPT operation historically contributed up
to 10% of Togo’s GDP and 40% of their exports
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* Société Nouvelle des Phosphates du Togo

Southern Togo – Clays
Togo

Commodity: Clays (Attapulgite, Ca-Bentonite)
A large-scale multi-commodity project in Togo with potential
to host commercial volumes of clays
Targeting resource of between 108Mt and 254Mt with
sufficient test work to confirm applications and
marketability for the mineralisation

Property Overview

Historical Results

•

•

•

Three Exploration Permits
345

km2

of contiguous, prospective terrain

Mt of mixed Attapulgite+ Ca- Bentonite , including

(including phosphates)
•

Estimated non compliant historical resource of 104

28 Mt of 85% Attapulgite

The project is made up of smectites, with

•

BNRM: 1989-90

accessory kaolinite, chlorite with minor quartz,

•

3 x 4 km area tested

carbonates, ferruginous minerals, gypsum and

•

Overburden: Min: 2 m; Max: 10.7 m

apatite.

•

Mineralisation: average thickness: 14.5 m

•

Application submitted in 2012 for first renewal

•

Smectite (Ca-Bentonite), rich in the North-North

•

Good access to power supplies, roads, rail and
tide water

East portion of the test area
•

Attapulgite rich in the South-South East test area,
overlying the Ca-Bentonite rich area
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Zulu Project
Zimbabwe

Commodities: Lithium & Tantalum
Located in south-central Zimbabwe, Zulu is an exploration
project in an area of known lithium mineralisation
Current work is to complete core assays. Further work will be
undertaken when funding is available.

Property Overview

Historical Results

•

14 Mineral Claim Blocks

•

•

Total area: 343 hectares

•

Secured approximately 5.2 km of known strike of

of strike
•

Mineral Claims can be held indefinitely through

•

•

Given the width of the deposit and the potential

Trench excavation has since discovered a further
17 Pegmatite intrusions to main pegmatite

payment of annual fees or inspection of work
done

Estimated non-compliant resource of 1.4 Mt @
1.4% LiO2

host pegmatites
•

Rhodesian Selection Trust outlined over 1.2 km

•

Recent geological mapping has extended the
strike extent of the pegmatite to 5.2 km

strike, Zulu could develop into a significant
Lithium & Tantalum resource
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